ADVENTURES IN COINS  p. 124  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

AIR OF THE WOLF  p. 140  [E] [A]
DO ALL: 1.[a][b][c](DO 1)[i][ii][iii][iv]  2.[a][b][c]  3.[a][b] [4]

CODE OF THE WOLF  p. 158  [E] [A]
DO ALL: 1.(DO 2)[a][b][c][d][e]  2.(DO 1)[a][b][c]  3.(DO 1)[i][ii][iii][iv][v] [b][c]  4.(DO 1)[a][b][c]

COLLECTIONS AND HOBBIES  p. 178  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

CUBS WHO CARE  p. 190  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] 2.(DO 4)[a][b][c] d.[i][ii][iii][iv][v][vi] [e][f][g][h]

DIGGING IN THE PAST  p. 204  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

FINDING YOUR WAY  p. 220  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
1.[a][b] [2] 3.[a][b] [4] [5]

GERMS ALIVE!  p. 230  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

GROW SOMETHING  p. 244  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4] 5.(DO 1)[a][b]

HOMETOWN HEROES  p. 256  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

MOTOR AWAY  p. 266  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
1.[a][b] [2] [3]

PAWS OF SKILL  p. 282  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

SPIRIT OF THE WATER  p. 294  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

WORLD CONSERVATION  p. 307  [E] [A]
EARN:  [ ]PAWS ON THE PATH  [ ] GROW SOMETHING  [ ] CONSERVATION PROJECT  [1][2] FROM SPIRIT OF THE WATER

NAME______________________ BIRTHDAY______________________ UNIT________ PHONE____________

E=EARNED  A=AWARDED

[1] COMPLETE THESE CORE ADVENTURES:

CALL OF THE WILD  p. 30  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4] 5.[a][b][c] [6] 7.[a][b][c]

COUNCIL FIRE  p. 50  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] 2.[a][b][c] 3.[a][b] 4.[a][b] [5] 6.[a][b][c]

DUTY TO GOD FOOTSTEPS  p. 68  [E] [A]
DO ALL: 1.[a][b][c] AND CHOOSE 2: 2.[b][c][d]

HOWLING AT THE MOON  p. 80  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4]

PAWS ON THE PATH  p. 94  [E] [A]
DO ALL:
[1] [2] [3] [4] 5.(DO 1)[a][b]

RUNNING WITH THE PACK  p. 110  [E] [A]
DO ALL:

[2] COMPLETE ONE WOLF ELECTIVE ADVENTURE OF YOUR DEN OR FAMILY’S CHOOSING. ________________

[3] WITH YOUR PARENT OR ADULT PARTNER, COMPLETE THE EXERCISES IN THE PAMPHLET HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHILDREN FROM CHILD ABUSE: A PARENT’S GUIDE, AND EARN THE CYBER CHIP AWARD FOR YOUR AGE.

CYBER CHIP